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Stupid , . . Mexican
by Jesus Guzman
He is a descendant of great Aztec warriors.
For generations he subdued the Americas.
He lived in harmony between nature and his civilization.
His culture’s spirituality was vivid dignity as a way of life.
Stupid . . . dumb Mexican.
He is insisting on traveling north, like ancient times before
When Michigan and Michoacan were one.
Stupid . . . brainless Mexican.
He has to learn a different language
Without abandoning his . .
.
just to survive.
Stupid . . . foolish Mexican.
He is raising his lovely family starting with nothing
In the middle of cats and dogs.
Stupid . . . senseless Mexican
He is serving, loving, and cleaning up the white men’s kids.
Stupid . . . witless Mexican
He is putting his life on the line, defending the migratory right
To have a better way of life.
Stupid . . . dull Mexican.
His food, music, and hard work make him somebody prosperous.
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